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2014 project highlights - landscape scale work

Hairy Wood ant translocation
2014 saw the initiation of an ambitious translocation project of hairywood ants (Formica lugubris) in the
Cairngorms National Park. Working alongside Atkins ecologists as invertebrate technical support this
project will see the translocation of approximately 20 hairy wood ant nests prior to essential roadworks.
This largescale project is the first of its kind in the UK and will be closely monitored to see how well the
ants settle into their new homes.
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Ten flower-rich banks were surveyed systematically over
the spring and summer to assess the value of them to
pollinating insects such as beetles, hoverflies and
bumblebees. Highlights were the Nationally Scarce,
NERC Act Section 41 and severely declining moss carder
bee (Bombus muscorum), a rare bumblebee of upland
moors and coastal saltmarsh. This bumblebeewas found in
encouraging numbers on a series of sites in Teesdale,
indicating that this valley at least has sufficient landscape
scale foraging for the demands of this bee.

North Pennines AONB pollinator study
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Brown hairstreaks
Sussex is a hotspot for all sorts of wonderful insects, not least the brown hairstreak. ANERCAct Section
41 species, the brown hairstreak butterfly places high demands on its local landscape. The butterfly likes
unmanaged or sympatheticallymanaged hedgerowswith blackthorn, onwhich the larvae feed. The adults
themselveshoweverare rarely seenatground level, opting for amorearboreal existance in the topsof trees.
Ash trees in particular are of especial importance. The adult butterflies seek out prominent ash trees in the
landscape that act as focal points for the local populations of brown hairstreaks. Males lek around these
"master" treeswaiting for females. Surveying for themrequires anearly start onmid-lateAugustmornings
in order to locate these leks and therefore identifywhich trees are of highest conservation value to the local
populations of brown hairstreaks.

Invertebrates in site assessment training
Dates are still available for this winter and early spring. If you would like some in-house training on how
to assess invertebrate potential during walkover assessments and understand why some habitats are so
important to invertebrates, like brownfield sites, then get in touch for costs and a breakdownof the training
session. The training also covers iniviativeways of intoducing brownfield features into formal design and
how to help mitigate for the loss of veteran tree features.
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